
Scalewatcher®

Now tested and endorsed by Roger Bisby

Scalewatcher®

The simple solution that really works

Roger Bisby is  products editor of Professional Builder

magazine and is also a registered plumber. He has a weekly

trouble shooting spot on London Radio and appears regularly on national

television as a spokesman for the plumbing and heating industry.

I have been running a Scalewatcher in my
house since January 1993. My test for
Home Building and Decorating magazine
was completely objective.

I can confirm that it worked in accordance
with the manufacturer’s claims and
continues to work very well. In reducing the
build up of scale in your hot water system it
can save you a considerable amount of
money. Tests show that as little as 3
millimetres of scale can increase fuel costs by
15%. Most houses in hard water areas have
a lot more than this, so a Scalewatcher could
pay for itself in a couple of years – after

which it is putting money into your bank.
That’s the product but what about the
company selling it?

With so many inexperienced companies
now entering this market you need to be
sure that the guarantee is genuine.
Scalewatcher is the original electronic water
conditioner launched in 1989 and I can
confirm that Fast Systems is achieving a
genuine 98% success rate with the product.
They aren’t in business to give money back
but if they can’t solve your scale problem
you will be given a full refund, without fuss
or quibbling.

“

“
We had your electronic descaler fitted in

may 2002 as we had just had a new

bathroom fitted and wanted to keep taps etc

unspoilt with water scaling (which

is very bad in the area we live

with the hard water)and we

already had bad scaling on

our other sanitary fittings.

Since then the new taps are

still like new and the old taps

and toilet became clear of old

scale a few months after the

electronic descaler was fitted. I

was very happy with your

electronic descaler but the main

test was today when we had our

indirect hot water cylinder

removed because it was leaking

and I was interested to see what

condition the tank was in inside as it

was originally fitted 20/1/88. With a torch I

could see how clear the tank and coil were

despite being 18 years old. I could see no

scale at all except for some small loose

lumps of scale in the bottom of the drained

tank.What a contrast to the previous hot

water cylinder we had removed in 1988

which was completely furred up with scale.I

was elated to see how well your descaler had

worked because we are about to have a new

combination boiler fitted and I am totally

confident that your descaler will keep it

runnning efficiently.

The local plumber was also very impressed

with the clean condition of the cylinder

after such a long period of time.The water

cylinder was leaking from the bottom rim

and the plumber who removed it believes

the leakage was caused by old flux which

plumbers used to use fitting these tanks .He

believes the flux contained acid which

slowly ate away at the copper rim.We are

about to fit another one of your descalers in

our refurbished second home.

Mrs E Jackson

Crowthorne, Berks

“

“

We got the
tank back to
Fast Systems HQ
and cut it open - this
is what we found.
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